Eight third-century Ionic capitals with images of Isis, Serapis, and Harpocrates, now in the nave colonnades of Sta. Maria in Trastevere, were taken from one or both of the rooms currently identified as libraries in the Baths of Caracalla. The capitals were transferred around 1140, when the church was rebuilt by Pope Innocent II. The capitals would have been acquired by confiscation, juridically the pope's prerogative as head of the papal state; the lavish display of all kinds of spolia in Sta. Maria in Trastevere is here interpreted as a self-conscious demonstration of that prerogative. The identity of the capitals' pagan images would have been unknown to most twelfth-century observers, because the only accessible keys to the correct identifications were one sentence in Varro's De lingua latina and another in Saint Augustine's De civitate Dei. Philological accuracy in interpretation is an anachronistic expectation in any case; medieval readings of the images would have been fanciful, based on associations unexpected from a twentieth-century point of view. The nave colonnades of the Roman church of Sta. Maria in Trastevere display eighteen pre-medieval capitals (Fig. 1), eight of which form a set, traceable to a single ancient source. In a medieval context these capitals are unusual, first, because their provenance can be precisely identified, and, second, because of their pagan figural imagery. It is the purpose of this article to clarify the facts about the capitals' reuse, and to investigate the possible meanings of the imagery to those who built and visited the church. Founded by Pope Julius I in the fourth century, Sta. Maria in Trastevere was rebuilt from the foundations by Pope Innocent II between 1140 and 1143.1 The eight matched capitals were distributed on both sides of the twelfth-century nave: three in the south (left) colonnade, and five in the north (Fig. 2) . The most distinctive features of these Ionic capitals are the heads that project from the center of each abacus, and the heads or busts in the center of each volute (Figs. 3, 5-10) . Otherwise, the capitals are profusely decorated with leafy vines in the spirals of the volutes, a Lesbian leaf on the abacus, hanging acanthus leaves on the astragal, and bundled acanthus leaves around the cushions. The sumptuous conception and the competent yet inelegant execution strongly suggest a third-century date, which is not contradicted by an obvious lack of standardization. There are visible differences in size and considerable variation in the degree of finish of the capitals' fourth side (turned toward the aisle in Sta. Maria in Trastevere), which in some cases is only roughly blocked out, but in others is shaped and carved in some detail (Figs. 4, 9 ).2
Harpocrates with his finger to his mouth"; the English edition of 1872 reported that "[these] heathen deities . . . were removed during the restoration of the church in 1870."6 We may assume, then, that the capitals were uniformly well preserved until the nineteenth-century restoration.
The first attempts to determine the origin of the capitals were based on their iconography. Angelo Uggeri, recognizing Harpocrates but thinking that the heads on the abaci represented diverse gods, including Jupiter Ammon, proposed that the capitals came from the bedroom of Augustus (his legendary camera on the Capitoline hill), "oii devoit The find spot of both capitals was the same: the south corner of the xystus, in front of the pendant to the room marked L on Ivanov's plan (Fig. 12) and G on the plan by E. Gatti, published by Ghislanzoni (Fig. 13, E ). The room itself is not shown on either plan, because it had disappeared before the nineteenth century ( Fig. 14) . Du Perac's map of 1577, eerily like the Alinari photograph, shows that this part of the building was already completely covered in his time (Fig. 15 ). 18 On the other hand, at least three architects -Baldassarre Peruzzi, Giovanni Battista da Sangallo, and Andrea Palladiodrew ground plans of the area between 1525 and 1547 (Figs. 17-19),19 and the plan of Rome published by Bartolomeo Marliano in 1544 shows this part of the building intact, although threatened by the "piccolo Aventino," which eventually engulfed it ( Fig. 16 ).20 Although the Marliano map unquestionably exaggerates the Baths' completeness, there seems to be no reason to doubt that in the 1530's and 1540's the outlines of the south corner of the outer building could still be traced.
The elevation of the lost room can be reconstructed on the model of its relatively well preserved western twin, whose walls have survived to the twentieth century and were thoroughly cleaned and refaced two years ago (Figs. 20, 21).21 Ghislanzoni studied this room in 1912, and proposed that it was built as a library, with wooden armaria in the niches and a statue of Minerva in the apse.22 His identification has been widely repeated almost without question, and it will be used here, pending the results of 12 the archaeological investigation currently underway.23
The west library was surveyed in the 1540's by a French architect commonly known as the Anonymous Destailleur, whose dimensioned elevation of the long wall indicates that it was still nearly 20m high when he drew it (Fig. 22 ).24 His drawing is the only record of the elaborate columnar framing of the niches, which he must have seen in situ, because he measured the diameter of one of the columns on the lower level near the apse (.68m). Originally there were forty such columns, framing a total of thirty-two niches: six on either side of the apse in the long wall, and ten (in two rows of five) in each short wall.
The fourth side of the room opened toward the xystus through a colonnade of, perhaps, six columns. That number was given by Ghislanzoni, and it accords well with De Gregori's estimate that the length of the frontal opening was twenty-five meters.25 However, other sources record ten or twelve columns in this same colonnade, while Hillsen's text, quoted earlier, seems to suggest that there were four columns.26 At this point, since the length of the front opening has yet to be determined by modern means, it can be said only that four columns would surely have been too few, while ten or twelve are almost certainly too many. Eight is a possible number, but six is more likely because it is better attested, at least so far. This question bears on the capitals in Sta. Maria in Trastevere, because the evidence points convincingly to their origin in one or both of the library colonnades. The two capitals excavated in 1881 and 1912 were found, as noted, in front of the south library. Hiilsen associated the firstfound capital with two gray granite column shafts, 1.10m in diameter, which he attributed to the library fa:ade.28 The other capital was found farther away ( Fig. 13, F) , in front of a covered portico that bordered the xystus. It could not have been made for the portico, however, becauseif it was in fact identical to the nine capitals known beforeit would have been much larger than the portico's columns, which were .80m in diameter, according to Ghislanzoni The size of the bases neither confirms nor denies an attribution to the library colonnades. Presumably, the diameter of their lost upper torus would have been the same as that of the lower torus (1.22-1.24m) or slightly smaller, but greater than the diameter of the central double fillets (1.05-1.07m). An upper diameter of around 1.15m is possible, and would be suitable to a 1.10m column with an apophyge, but an equally possible dimension of 1.20m would seem too large. The fact that there are four bases rather than six or eight also suggests another hypothesis, that the bases belonged to the two large columns that once flanked the apse of each library (Figs. 13, 19 ). Excavation in the libraries might yield decisive information. For the moment, it can be said only that it is very likely that the bases came from in or near the libraries, without specifying more precisely where.
To 
Evidence that the theory was applied in practice is offered by a letter of Pope Hadrian I to Charlemagne, in which the pope grants the king permission to remove mosaic and marbles from the palace in Ravennaa city at least nominally under papal control.46
Between the eighth and the twelfth centuries this legal situation did not change in principle, but it was hardly ever in effect. For much of this period the history of Rome resembles nothing so much as the plot of a Western movie a repetitive saga of rapine and murder, in which everyone, including the hero, is an outlaw.47 The prevailing cynicism and uncertainty about property rights is nicely summed up in Robert Guiscard's vow to Pope Gregory VII that he would respect the lands of Saint Peter "after I have ascertained that you own them."48 In this dismal interlude many public buildings were seized and fortified by the stronger baronial families, while others were ruined and plundered, and the public ornatus was actively sold off. It was in these conditions, in the 1060's, that Abbot Desiderius was able to acquire "a quantity of columns, bases, and capitals as well as marbles of different colors," by get-ting in touch with his "very good friends" and by paying out "handfuls of money."49 About one hundred years later a decree of the Roman senate gives evidence of a very different point of view. In 1162, the senate ruled that the Column of Trajan, with the church of St. Nicholas at its foot, rightfully belonged to the abbess of the monastery of St. Cyriacus; but, for the good of the "public honor of the City" the senate itself guaranteed the column's protection from anyone who might try to harm it, "so that it might remain whole and undamaged, as long as the world endures."50 The spirit of this proclamation is unlike anything that the preceding centuries would lead us to expect. It exhibits an understanding of the opus publicum resembling that defined by ancient Roman lawby which it very probably was inspired. 
The study of Roman law was revived in the late eleventh century, and by the early twelfth century the entire Corpus iuris civilis was being taught and glossed in Bologna.51 The second part of the Corpus, Justinian's Codex, contains specific legislation pertaining to the architectural ornatus of cities. Underlying all of these laws is the principle that it was the ruler's responsibility to regulate and protect all visible ornamentation, for the good of public appearance. On these grounds restrictions were laid even on the ornament of private property:

It is forbidden by an edict of the divine Vespasian and by decree of the Senate to demolish buildings and to remove their marbles for the purpose of commerce. Exceptionally, it is permitted to move materials from one house to another, but the owner may not make transfers in such a way that by the tearing down of whole buildings the public appearance is
As for public property:
No judge should be so foolhardy . . . as to dare to remove, or to transfer elsewhere, without the command of Your Sublimity, ornamenta or marbles or any kind of adornment from diverse [public] works, if it proves that they are in the use or ornatus of the city.54 III (1145-53) . According to John, the bishop "obtained permission before leaving to buy old statues at Rome, and had them taken back to Winchester."55 The context makes it clear that the permission was granted by the pope. Presumably the pope was somehow regulating the acquisition of antiquities, protecting the urban ornatus in the spirit of the Code, at least in theory. In practice, of course, such regulation could become simply another source of income, including bribes. Bishop Henry "paucis et pauca dedit," but the mention of this remarkable fact is preceded by a blast against the "inborn, inveterate, and ineradicable avarice" of the Romans, who "all love gifts and strive for rewards."*56
There may be evidence of the impact of this legislation on twelfth-century popes in John of Salisbury's account of the visit of Bishop Henry of Winchester to Rome in the papacy of Eugene
In 1162, the senate clearly thought that it was its job, not the pope's, to protect and control the ornamenta of Rome. Documents from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries also attest senatorial jurisdiction.57 In 1140, however, the senate did not exist; it was refounded in 1143, as Pope Innocent II was dying. His papacy was one of the few moments in medieval Roman history in which the tutelage of the ancient patrimony was solely and indisputably the pope's.
In transferring spolia from the Baths of Caracalla to Sta. Maria in Trastevere, Pope Innocent II was exercising a unique papal prerogative. It cannot be proved explicitly that he knew this, but it is very unlikely that he did not. The pope who was buried in the porphyry sarcophagus believed to have been the Emperor Hadrian's surely knew the kinds of privileges attributable to his office, even if he did not adduce specific laws.58 I am suggesting, therefore, that the capitals in Sta. Maria in Trastevere were, in part, a deliberate demonstration of the imperial prerogatives of the basilica's papal founder, and that the demonstration was meant to impress the founder's status upon the viewer. This characterization would pertain to all of the spolia in Sta. Maria in Trastevere, of course, not only those taken from the Baths of Caracalla. And the other spolia confirm it. Among contemporary Roman churches, the ornatus of Sta. Maria in Trastevere stands out both for quality and quantity. To cite only the most conspicuous example: the 104 marble modillions supporting the cornice of the nave entablature (Fig. 1) are actually pieces of seventeen smaller ancient cornices, cut up. The use of ornamented marbles in this position is gratuitous, and it is unparalleled in other trabeated churches of the period, where plain, simply molded corbels were used. A motive of ostentation seems undeniable, and the same motive is apparent elsewhere, in the rich ancient frames of the three eastern portals, in the elaborate imposts of the triumphal arch, the supports of the cathedra, andbefore it was replaced in the nineteenth centuryin the pavement.
Ancient architectural marbles were extremely expensive in the Middle Ages. They are rarely mentioned in medieval sources without some allusion to their cost. 59 The pope, by virtue of his office, would not have been obliged to pay for them, and this may be another reason why there are so many in Sta. Maria in Trastevere. But this factor was invisible; on the contrary, the smaller the expenditure required, the richer could be the visible effect. Again one is reminded of Abbot Suger, filling St.-Denis with precious objects and costly materials, and drawing attention to the "expense" of his work in an inscription on the door.60 Pope Innocent's ornatus was equally ostentatious, but it was also distinctively Roman, and thereby distinctively papal.61
Isis and Serapis in Medieval Mythography
The aura of imperial privilege is among what might be called the implicit meanings of the spolia in Sta. Maria in Trastevere. The explicit meaning, expressed by the figured capitals, is more difficult to recover, precisely because it was more specific. Assuming that the twelfth-century viewer observed the pagan images, he must have identified them either correctlythat is, with their intended ancient reading as Isis, Serapis, and Harpocratesor otherwise, according to a medieval rationale. Court, London, Edinburgh, etc., repr. 1962, 79 . The date was probably 1149-50: ibid., 91-94. 56 Ibid., 80. "Digby Mythographer"were not ignorant of Isis and her husband Osiris.62 They knew them as the peculiar gods of Egypt, with legends closely tied to Egypt and the Nile. Osiris, "like Dionysos among the Indians," is said to have invented viniculture for the Egyptians.63 Isis, "Genius Aegypti," was depicted, according to Alberic, with a sistrum ("a kind of trumpet or organ") in her right hand and a bucket in her left hand; with the movement of the sistrum she signified the movements of the Nile, and with the bucket the flooding of its pools. 64 The Hellenized images on the capitals in Sta. Maria in Trastevere have neither these attributes nor the distinctively Egyptian features that the mythographies would lead one to expect. Prima facie, Serapis' modius is a cap, or perhaps a kind of crown, and Isis is an anonymous young woman with long, ornamented hair. The key to the capitals' iconography is Harpocrates, easily recognizable by his gesture; but Harpocrates is not mentioned by either of the twelfth-century mythographers, nor is he recognizable in Servius and Ovid, two of their most important ancient sources. 65 Harpocrates and his gesture do appear in the City of God: "And since in practically all the temples where Isis and Serapis were worshipped there was also an image that seemed to enjoin silence by a finger pressed against its lips, Varro thinks this had the same meaning, that no mention should be made of their having been human beings."66 This passage occurs in Book XVIII, where Saint Augustine recounts the history of the earthly city during the period corresponding to the time from Abraham to Christ in the city of God. Isis is said to have been an Egyptian queen, possibly the daughter of Inachus, King of the Argives, who taught the art of writing.67 Serapis was the Argive king Apis, who died in Egypt in the time of Joseph, before the death of Jacob.68 Isis is also mentioned elsewhere in the City of God, notably in connection with the assertion that "in all pagan literature we either do not find at all, or scarcely find, any instances of gods who were not originally men. . 6. ."69 This is, of course, one of the principal arguments of the first ten books of the treatise. ". . . Christian truth demonstrates that pagan gods are either useless images or unclean spirits and pernicious demons, or at best only created beings and not the Creator."70 According to Saint Augustine, the multiplicity and futility of the pagan gods were the result as well as the proof of the fact that the gods were only the creatures of misguided men. Saint Augustine's acknowledged source for information about Isis and Serapis was Varro, whose writings nearly all were lost during the Middle Ages.71 De lingua latina was partially preserved in one manuscript, written at the end of the eleventh century at Montecassino, which happens to contain a reference to Isis and Serapis and the gesture of Harpocrates: "The first gods were Caelum 'Sky' and Terra 'Earth'. These gods are the same as those who in Egypt are called Serapis and Isis, though Harpocrates with his finger makes a sign to me to be silent. The same first gods were in Latium called Saturn and Ops." 72 In the twelfth century, this passage and the City of God may have been the only means whereby the imagery of Harpocratesand by extension of Isis and Serapiscould have been identified in the capitals from the Baths of Caracalla. Other Latin references are too recondite to be construed without prior knowledge of the ancient iconography,73 while Plutarch's treatise De Iside et Osiride, which is the longest extant ancient discussion of these gods, re-mained in Greek, and there is little chance that anyone concerned with Sta. Maria in Trastevere would have read it. 74 The passage in Varro surely was known to some. In the twelfth century, and particularly in the 1130's, the manuscript at Montecassino was closely studied by the monastery's librarian, Peter the Deacon.'7 He made a transcription of sixteen sections of Book V, 41-56, on the topography of ancient Rome.76 The transcription stops just short of the paragraph mentioning Isis and Serapis, apparently because the following section on ancient deities did not interest him as much. This is a salutary reminder that even the medieval scholar with access to apposite sources would not necessarily have been inclined to mine them in an art-historical way.
The intended reading was not wholly inaccessible to twelfth-century viewers, but even for experts the iconography would have been arcane. Twelfth-century mythographers -Alberic of London and the still anonymous
Unlike De lingua latina, the City of God survived in many manuscripts, and in the later Middle Ages the passage concerning Harpocrates had an even wider circulation thanks to its inclusion in the collection of moralized, pseudo-historical tales known as the Gesta Romanorum:
St. Augustine tells that, when once upon a time the Egyptians wanted to deify Isis and Serapis, they proceeded in this way: they set up two images and first they made a law, that anyone who might declare that they were mortals, or who might tell anything about their parentage, would be punished by decapitation. Second, so that the said law would not be unknown to anyone, in every temple where their images were worshipped they placed next to them a small idol with its finger placed on its lips, in this way making the sign of silence to those who entered these temples, and thus the truth would be concealed by everyone. 77
In the moralization, this anecdote is said to be a warning to prelates against the corruptors of the "ecclesiastici status," who wish to glorify themselves instead of God.
And surely this idol is worldly fear, because of which no one dares to speak the truth, nor to die for truth, nor to sustain any persecution; indeed on account of this idol those of whom it is the principal duty to die for their flock are made as timid as rabbits; and what is worse, they make idols of silence for others, because if they do not do it, others will defend the truth.78
This reading is perfect for the capitals in the setting of Sta. Maria in Trastevere, but it cannot be verified for the twelfth century. The Gesta Romanorum may have been compiled toward the end of the thirteenth century; the earliest manuscripts are of the fourteenth century, and they are mostly English and German.79 The tales are thought to have been exempla for preaching, and doubtless they have roots in an earlier oral tradition, but that tradition cannot be traced with certainty to twelfth-century Rome. For the twelfth century, one can safely assume knowledge only of the original passage in the City of God, and that, of course, only in certain circles.
The twelfth-century viewer who recognized the intended ancient meaning of the capitals in Sta. Maria in Trastevere would therefore plausibly have been a monk or cleric, steeped in the City of God. This learned viewer surely would have done more than simply identify the deities depicted. Like the later moralizer of the Gesta Romanorum, he would have seen a larger meaning. In terms of the City of God, Isis and Serapis are notorious examples of false gods, "created beings." Harpocrates' gesture of silence illustrates the human collusion necessary to create such idols, and the willful ignorance of those who "although they knew God, .... did not honour him as God ... and their senseless minds were darkened. Claiming to be wise, they became fools and exchanged the glory of the immortal God for an image resembling mortal men."80 The capitals epitomize the progress of the heavenly city in two senses: metaphorically, in their reuse on the supporting columns of a Christian building, and also historically. Historically, the ancient images of Isis and Serapis are authentic "simulacra Aegypti," the idols whose overthrow was prophesied by Isaiah and subsequently effected by the coming of the Church.81 Se non e vero, e ben trovato. The moral of the Gesta Romanorum suggests that a medieval thinker would not have hit upon this same conceit, partly because he would not have sought his deeper meaning in the same text that provided his point of departure.
. . . Juno maintained that the libido of men was greater than that of women; Jupiter maintained the opposite. Tiresias, chosen to arbitrate between them, refuted the opinion of Juno and upheld the judgement of Jupiter, saying that the male libido is less than the female by as much as an uncia (ounce) is less than a septunx (seven ounces). Whereupon Juno, incensed, blinded him. But Jupiter illuminated him with knowledge of the future in the eye of his mind, because it is not permitted to any god to undo that which another god has done. Just so the Lord the Pope is not able to change the decrees of his predecessor; however, in case of necessity it is permitted [to change them] by dispensation, not by order.82 This passage has nothing to do directly with the capitals from the Baths of Caracalla, but it is an authentic twelfthcentury gloss on ancient mythological figures. Like the moral of the Gesta Romanorum, it jumps abruptly from text to life. In both cases the interpreter relates his ancient anecdote to some contemporary problem that happens to be on his mind. He uses the exemplum not to elucidate an underlying theme of the ancient story, but to confirm his own opinion on an issue that to us may seem completely unrelated.
The Pagan Images in Medieval Eyes
The learned cleric who had read the City of God, who was able to recall the crucial passage from the fifth chapter of the eighteenth book, and who happened to see the cap- (Fig. 25) , and "Bacchus" could have been suggested by the prominent grapes in the river god's cornucopia (Fig. 26) . But though they are understandable, the identifications are also unpredictable from a twentieth-century point of view. Canon Benedict apparently had not come into contact with the spectrum of ancient literary sources available in the libraries of England, Chartres, or Orleans, or in any modern university. He had to make do with what he had, namely what "we read in the oldest annals and see with our own eyes and have heard from our elders."86 The results were quite unlike anything that a modern investigation would produce. Because our own methods are so different, we cannot reconstruct Canon Benedict's identification of the capitals in Sta. Maria in Trastevere, or even his interpretative mode of thought. But we can at least describe some of his evidence, which would have determined the parameters and the directions of his speculation.
What a viewer like Benedict saw "with [his] own eyes" would have been, again, a bearded male with hat or crown, a woman with ornamented hair, and attending figures with fingers raised to lips. The gesture was known in medieval iconography, and figures who used it had at least two kinds of associations. One was imperial. Roughly contemporary with the Mirabilia urbis Romae and the rebuilding of Sta. Maria in Trastevere, Peter the Deacon of Montecassino wrote in the Graphia aureae urbis Romae that the emperor should have a rose-colored cape . . . and on the cape a labyrinth made of gold and pearls, in which there should be a Minotaur with its finger to its lips, made of emeralds, because, just as no one is able to explore the labyrinth, so the counsel of the ruler should not be spread abroad.87
Another association of the silentiary was with prayer. Andre Grabar has shown that in Early Christian times a gesture like Harpocrates' actually was used in prayer, in the superstitious belief that the finger placed in front of the mouth "prevented the entry of the Devil," who would subvert prayer by prompting the expression of inappropriate or sinful thoughts.88 Iconographically, the gesture denoted the act of praying or singing psalms. The justification for the practice is in Psalm 140 (141), "Let my prayer be set forth before thee as incense ... Set a watch, O Lord, before my mouth; keep the door of my lips."89 Although the practice and its iconographic reflection would not have been alive in twelfth-century Rome, the psalm was of course familiar, and a connection between its wording and the visual image could have been discovered independently.90 "With [his] own eyes," an observer like Canon Benedict also would have noticed the capitals' context. Benedictlike the builders of Sta. Maria in Trasteverewould have known the capitals in situ in the Baths of Caracalla, that is, in the context of the Thermae Antoninianae. The ancient identity of this ruin was known throughout the Middle Ages.91 Thermae were also called "palatia" by medieval writers, and it seems to have been understood that they 
